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Abstract
Data classification is one of the main fields Machine Learning. The aim of this project is
developing an extension to a program of data visualization so that the user or expert can
classify the data based on their knowledge.
It is part of a data visualization application (developed by Dr Dirk Joachim Lehmann) that
projects multidimensional data into two dimensions (like points). From this projection it is
offered to separate them by the user. To do this, the user can utilize the following options:


Drawing: The user can draw class-separating (ellipses, rectangles, lines, curves,
polylines and polygons) to separate the points you see on the screen.



Manipulating: The user is allowed to manipulate these separators by either erasing, or
repainting, moving or filtering the results.

Once the data has been labeled, the user has two more possibilities:


Store classification: The user will save the classification in a text file in .csv format that
assigns to each data, the class to which it belongs to. This data can be used later if
necessary.



Re-use the labeling for a later classification: The user may utilize labeling in certain
moments to classify data of the same number of variables. This could be used so that
having a reliable model they can classify new data from a database with the same data
type.

Keywords
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Resumen
En el aprendizaje automático (“Machine learning”), uno de los campos principales es la
clasificación de datos. Este proyecto consiste en desarrollar una extensión a un programa de
visualización de datos de manera que el usuario o experto pueda clasificar los datos a partir de
su conocimiento.
El punto de partida es una aplicación de visualización de datos desarrollada por el doctor Dirk
Joachim Lehmann que proyecta datos multidimensionales en forma de puntos en dos
dimensiones. A partir de esta proyección se ofrece separarlos al gusto del usuario. Para ello el
usuario puede hacer uso de las siguientes opciones:
-

Dibujar: Se permiten dibujar separadores (elipses, rectángulos, líneas, curvas,
polilíneas y polígonos) para separar los puntos que se observan en la pantalla.
Manipular: Se permite al usuario manipular estos separadores ya sea borrando,
repintando, moviendo o filtrando los resultados.

Una vez los datos han sido clasificados el usuario podrá elegir una de las siguientes opciones:
-

-

Almacenar la clasificación: El usuario guardará la clasificación en un archivo de texto
en formato .csv que asigna a cada dato la clase a la que pertenece. Estos datos se
podrán utilizar posteriormente para lo que sea necesario.
Reutilizar un etiquetado para una posterior clasificación.

El usuario puede utilizar un etiquetado de un momento determinado para clasificar datos del
mismo número de variables. Esto tendría la utilidad de, teniendo un modelo fiable, poder
clasificar nuevos datos de otra base de datos siguiendo los mismos patrones

Palabras clave
Proyecciones multidimensionales, subespacios, clasificación, etiquetado, visualización,
datos de varias dimensiones, objetos separadores, Star Coordinates.
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1. Introduction
In this era of internet and big data, data analysis, visualization and classification are
some of the usual topics.
A few decades ago, data classification was a manual and costly process. With the advent
of machine learning and data classification techniques, the performance of this process
was improved. In addition, the data visualization allowed having a simpler and more
familiar access to the manipulation and the analysis of data. Especially when users have
a lot of data.
There are many solutions for data classification problem, and its number is being
increased. One of the data classification options is to rely on an expert's knowledge of
data visualization. This solution involves three phases:
- Find appropriate projections to separate the data best.
- Interactively, separate the data to assign them an appropriate label.
- Based on this separation, describe a description rule how further data could be
classified automatically.
Firstly, the users find a good visualization that represents groups of data. This can be
done using 2D projections to display multidimensional data in a recognizable way. For
example, we can see the display shown in Figure 1.1. These groups will highlight a
specific property of the dataset that the user prioritized when doing the analysis.

Figure 1.1: Example of significant projection.
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Secondly, the domain expert should be able to set those points belonged to the same
class. For that objective is important to have an interactive visual interface. For example
it would be easy to understand that users could encircle points that, from their point of
view, belong to the same class. (Figure 1.2)
Finally, to finish this process, one must take the knowledge of the expert and apply it by
finding a rule to classify new points or data.

Figure 1.2: Encircled points of each class.
This Bachelor’s thesis is presented as part of a bigger project developed by Dr Dirk
Joachim Lehmann.
In particular this software projects data (data stored in files for instance in .csv). Based
on matrix operations it does a projection converting (thanks to a projection operation) a
N x M matrix in a M x 2 matrix which numbers represent the position of the point.
This software allows to perfectly finding projections where the data are separated when
evaluating their characteristics.
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At this point it is not possible to label data and classify data so it would be positive to
implement an extension to the program for this purpose.
Starting to make this extension is the main aim of this Bachelor’s thesis, focusing on the
second step (labelling or classifying interactively data).
To start the project the student is provided with a document containing the initial
objectives as well as hints on how to do it.
The most relevant contents of this document are included below:
Subtasks for this Thesis:
In this section, the subtasks of this work are explained and summarized within a work
schedule.
Get ready (1 October- 20 November): Setup the Developer System and become familiar
with C++
- At first, the developer system for the framework MPVID02 has to be set up
(Figure 1.3). For this, a developer system description can be found in the project
management framework Trello.
- Basic knowledge about C++ is mandatory. The bachelor-candidate should
become familiar with C++ via tutorials and private study before starting to
implement the interaction tasks for visual classification into the framework.

Figure 1.3: Initial situation.
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Interaction Implementation (21 November -21 January):
-

Implementation of class-separating interaction schemes, as lines, curves,
polygons etc.

-

Class Assignment: All data elements that share the same half-space belong to
the same class.

-

Implementation of functions for editing and deleting of formally drawn
class-separating objects (Which would need an update in Class Assignment
due to the changes introduced might have changed halfspaces).

Save/Load-Function Implementation (21 January- 10 February):
Implementation of Save function in order to save the interactively conducted
classification on storage. It is desired to store:
- the classification result.
- the underlying projection matrix A on that this classification is built on.

The final UI might look like similar to Figure 1.4, where a toolbox provides the
different interaction schemes.

Figure 1.4: Desired application.
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Write Bachelor’s thesis (10 February - 25 March):
It should be written in English and it has to comply strictly with regulations of TFG.
This subtasks and schedule will guide the development of this extension. As a mediumterm project there are changes in needs as well as suggestions not foreseen in advance.
Below is the most important suggestion set during the time of development:

Implementation of new classifying methods based on a previous labelling (done
manually):
It is needed to store the classification result, design an algorithm which classifies
data based on the classification result and display this new classification on the
screen.
For this it has been decided to use two approaches: the Euclidean classification
(distance to centroids), and Voronoi regions classification (nearest neighbour).
This would be detailed throughout the document.
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2. Objectives, state of the art and methodology
In this chapter there is a description of the research question, the state of the art and the
methodology used in this Bachelor’s thesis.

2.1 Research question
Data classification is a traditional task in the field of machine learning. This assignment
consists on assigning different classes and labelling data according to certain
discrimination properties.
In the case of visual data classification the recognition of visual patterns by the user
could be used to classify the data.
The process of classifying data according to a domain expert knowledge has three
phases. The first involve finding a good projection where the expert can identify
differences between data. The second one consists on giving the user the chance to
separate data according to what was previously observed. The last phase would be to
classify data based on the labelling that has been made deducting a description rule.
Dr. Dirk Joachim Lehmann’s software covers the first phase allowing the interaction
with data. The users are able to change the projection in order to find the best projection
which separates data. This let the users find data behaviour patterns. For example: given
a database of diseases, recognise how many people are likely that they are infected.
Once data are visually separated, saving and classifying is required. As this software
does not allow this, it is beneficial to develop this functionality.
This Bachelor’s thesis focuses on the second phase leaving a slightly introduction to the
third.
One possible solution to this problem would involve allowing the following aspects:
· Painting class-separating objects.
· Manipulating this objects.
· Labelling the data in each projection to assign them an appropriate class.
· Saving a classification.
· Classify new data based on a previous labelling.
15

Painting class-separating objects
To paint class-separating it is needed to choose which different drawings are the best to
separate the projected points. Being formally drawn class-separating objects, it is logic
to use most functionality of drawing programs as MS Paint (which is well known and
easy to use).
The basic drawing objects in MS Paint are as follows (Figure 2.1): Line, curve, ellipse
(or circle), rectangle (or square), round rectangle and polygon. Others like arrows,
clouds, or hearts do not seem to be so relevant for this purpose.

Figure 2.1: MS Paint drawing buttons.

Other class-separating object that could be useful is a polyline.
Eventually, apart from these classifiers, it is extremely useful and precise to draw a free
form polygon without clicking every single point on the screen (just moving the
mouse). This will let the user draw a precise region quickly.
Giving a familiar environment would help with the usability of the program. The benefit
of basing the painting operations on well-known software would be that this new one
would be user-friendly and easy to use.

Manipulating these objects
To edit, manipulate or delete objects is mandatory in order to correct the mistakes made
by the user. These operations would improve accuracy when it comes to sorting data.
Furthermore, this would reduce the time in case of making a mistake by not having to
start from scratch.

Having drawn these objects, the question arises as to how they should be manipulated in
case of wanting to change the position or size (the actual situation). Three operations are
needed: move, edit (repaint) and delete.
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Move operation:
The move operation would make able to drag an object and drop it where it is
wanted. In case of being one over another there should be any other possibility
to move the one which is below.
Edit operation:
It could happen that the drawn object is not as precise as the user would want.
It may be smaller or bigger so there should be the possibility to change the
dimensions or to repaint it.
Delete operation:
It is needed to delete one object or all of them. This is a normal operation so it
must be very easy.

In addition to these operations there could be a filtrating operation that leaves a single
class.
Being user-friendly an easy to understand would be important as while painting objects.
That is why buttons ought to be familiar (for example as in Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Descriptive buttons of moving, repainting and deleting (respectively).

Labelling the data in each projection to assign them an appropriate
class
To classify the projected data points depending on which region or subspace these are
located is the most important thing on this project. This should be made when a new
class-separating object is painted or when one is edited or deleted.
One of these regions is defined as a part of the Cartesian plane enclosed by classifiers.
All the points that share the same half-space belong to the same class.
17

As the simplest example, if there is only one line placed on the screen, there could be
two different classes (Figure 2.3). However if all the data are projected to the same side
of the line there would be only one class (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.3: One line, two classes.

Figure 2.4: One line, one class.

The idea is to have as many different classes as different half-spaces are on the screen
excluding the ones which do not contain any projected point.
For example in (Figure 2.5) there are some regions that do not contain any points so
there are only six groups of points instead of the number of regions (twelve).

Figure 2.5: Classification.
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The program should re-label when any edition operation is made. When the user moves
a class-separating object some points might change their class. The same applies in case
of deleting and editing.
This classification must be stored in a data structure which allows to know to which
class each point belong.

Saving a classification
To save a classification means that after painting the objects and got the different
classes the user can save it. If there is a classification stored, it would be possible to
share it, to contrast with others… Another benefit is that the user could reload a
classification to change it if needed.

Classify new data based on a previous labelling
One of the aims of data classification is to classify automatically data. This is a machine
learning task that it is introduced in this section.
When a user gets a classification for a projection it should be useful to classify other
data based on that classification that could be in any other projection.
When talking about classifying large amount of data time is limited, so if computers can
get a good classification mechanically it would help the process.
There are lots of different techniques to sort data, in this Bachelor’s thesis there are two
introduced:



Euclidean classification:

this means to get some representative points and

reclassify data depending on which of this point is projected closer. This would
be a good approach when data are separated and classes are well differenced.


Voronoi based (Nearest neighbour) classification: this approach means to get
points of the original classification and reclassify new points based on which is
closer. In Voronoi diagrams each point has associated a region within a point
will be closer to it. (Figure 2.6)
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Figure 2.6: Voronoi diagram.
After all of this, the aim would be to get a rule and get a mathematical function that
classifies data.

2.2 State of the art
In this section there is an introduction to similar topics.

2.2.1 Data visualization
Data visualization consists in the transformation and subsequent representation of
scientific data and abstract concepts in images. A general discussion on visualization
methods is found in [5, 10, 26, 34].
Some of the most important contributions of the visualization are the following:
-

The density of information per area in an image is significantly greater than that
of a text.

-

It makes it possible to recognize data behavior patterns

-

Represent data of several dimensions or variables at the same time.

-

It enables people to interact directly with the data.

-

It facilitates the understanding of complicated concepts. (It allows for greater
understanding and clarity.)
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There are lots of different visualizations to solve different issues. These are some
common data visualizations:

Figure 2.7: Bar Chart and Pie Chart.

Multivariate visualizations transform the search for relationships between variables into
a 2-D pattern recognition problem. This simplifies the analysis of the data and, because
most of the data has a dimension greater than two, are the most useful visualizations.
Some common multivariable visualizations are: Star Coordinates (Figure 2.10) [18],
Parallel Coordinates (Figure 2.8) [16, 34] and Chernoff Faces (Figure 2.9)[33].

Figure 2.8: Parallel Coordinates.
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Figure 2.9: Chernoff Faces.

Figure 2.10: Star Coordinates.

There are a considerable number of tools to use and implement new data visualizations.
With any graphics library (such as QT or D3.js) they can be implemented.

2.2.2 Data classification
The problem of data classification consists in sorting data in different classes and
labelling them. It has numerous applications in a wide variety of mining applications.
Some overviews on data classification may be found in [15, 19, 25, 35].
In [21] there is an important dissertation of this issue where given a set of training data
points along with associated training labels it is needed to determine the class label for
an unlabelled test instance.
Below are some common techniques in Data Classification:
Feature Selection Methods
Probabilistic Methods
Decision Trees [28, 29]
Rule-Based Methods
Instance-Based Learning
SVM Classifiers
22

Neural Networks [6, 7]
A different way of enhancing the classification process is to use human supervision in
order to improve the effectiveness of the classification process. Two forms of human
feedback are common, active learning and visual learning.
Active Learning: Most classification algorithms assume that the learner is a passive
recipient of the data set, which is then used to create the training model. Thus, the data
collection phase is cleanly separated out from modelling, and is generally not addressed
in the context of model construction. However, data collection is costly, and is often the
(cost) bottleneck for many classification algorithms [8, 31].
In active learning, the goal is to collect more labels during the learning process in order
to improve the effectiveness of the classification process at a low cost. Therefore, the
learning process and data collection process are tightly integrated with one another and
enhance each other. Typically, the classification is performed in an interactive way with
the learner providing well-chosen examples to the user, for which the user may then
provide labels.
Visual Learning: While active learning collects examples from the user, visual learning
takes the help of the user in the classification process in either creating the training
model or using the model for classification of a particular test instance. [2, 13, 20, 32]
This help can be received by learner in two ways:
• Visual feedback in construction of training models: the feedback of the user may be
utilized in constructing the best training model. Since the user may often have important
domain knowledge, this visual feedback may often result in more effective models.
• Diagnostic classification of individual test instances: the feedback is provided by the
user during classification of test instances, rather than during the process of construction
of the model. The goal of this method is different, in that it enables a better
understanding of the causality of a test instance belonging to a particular class.
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2.2.3 Similar projects
Star-class:
Star-Class is an interactive visual classification tool that permits clients to visualize
multi-dimensional information by projecting points on 2-D using Star Coordinates [11]
and allows users to interact with the display to classify data.
Classification operations in a data-mining task are usually performed using decision
trees where one class is assigned to each leaf of the decision tree. The popularity of
decision trees is due to fast simplicity [3], construction [18] and easy conversion to SQL
statements.
Most classification systems are designed for minimal user intervention. However, in [4]
is a dissertation to increase user involvement in the classification process, with three
important reasons: (1) the use of powerful human pattern recognition capabilities in
decision tree construction, (2) the increase in confidence, and (3) the possibility of
incorporating domain knowledge to the algorithm.

For instance, the client can see whether certain classes are obviously characterized
while different classes have much cover with each other and whether objects in a certain
class spread over large spaces or form small clusters [17].
When the user reaches a good projection, the user specifies regions by “painting” over
the visualization with the mouse. StarClass allows the user to control the size of the
paint-brush for more efficient user interaction. An “Eraser” operation is also provided.
Each region is shown with a background with a unique color.

Figure 2.11: Star Class.
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2.2.4 Choosing colours
Choosing colours for the different classes that are well differenced is difficult.
The selection of colours must be based on the number of data classes, the nature of their
data and the end-use environment [14].
The problem that concerns us involves using a qualitative difference between classes
due to the nature of the data. For this task, it is needed to choose the number of data
classes (it starts with 20 different possibilities but it can repeat colours in case it is
needed). The end-use environment would be the computer screen.
In [14] a tool that solves a certain number of cases when choosing colours
(www.colorbrewer.org) is proposed. Referring to qualitative colour schemes it is
marked that qualitative colour schemes (Figure 2.12) rely on differences in hue to create
a colour scheme that does not imply order and implies just a difference in kind. Since
there is no conceptual ranking in nominal data it is inappropriate to imply order when
depicting these data with colour (for example, by using a light-to-dark single-hue
sequence). Qualitative schemes work best when hue is varied and saturation and
lightness are kept or nearly constant.

Figure 2.12: Qualitative color scheme.

There is a maximum of twelve colours for qualitative colour schemes in this tool. Those
colours would be part of the extension colours. In case it is needed other colours are
added.
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2.2.5 Voronoi diagrams

Voronoi diagrams are a representation that given some points partitions the plane into
regions, called Voronoi regions. This regions are delimitated by points where the point
inside is the closest among all the points. (Figure 2.13).That regions let classify based
on Euclidean distance.

Figure 2.13: Voronoi diagram.

Steven Fortune (1987) introduces a geometric transformation that allows Voronoi
diagrams to be computed using a sweepline technique O(n log n).

2.3 Methodology
This region contains the tools used as well as the methods used to achieve the objectives

Tools
The program of data visualisation developed by Dr. Dirk Joachim Lehmann uses some
technologies to make this extension most of them have been used:
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C++: C ++ is a programming language designed by Bjarne Stroustrup in the 1980’s. It
is an extension to the programming language C in order to allow the manipulation of
objects. From the point of view of object-oriented languages, C ++ is a hybrid language.
As Qt uses C ++ programming language it is desirable to code in this language. Also
this structure as an object-oriented language makes easy to understand the code.
In this software it is used to link the frontend programmed with qml (part of Qt) to the
rest of the code.

Figure 2.14: C++ and Qt.

QT: Qt [27] is an object-oriented multiplatform framework widely used to develop
software using graphical user interfaces. Qt uses the C ++ programming language
natively, in addition it can be used in several other programming languages through
bindings, for example in Python.
In this project version 4.7 is used to continue with what was used in the initial software.
Qt Quick (that is used in this program) includes a declarative scripting language called
QML. This provides a way of building highly dynamic user interfaces.
To display the menus QML is used, and to connect the frontend with the backend Qt
and C++.

Others:
Mingw: MinGW (Minimalist GNU for Windows), formerly known as MinGW32, is an
implementation of the GCC compilers for the Win32 platform
27

It is the compiler used to compile the code in C ++ and QtQuick (Qt + QML).
Git: Git is a version of control software designed by Linus Torvalds, thinking about the
efficiency and reliability of maintaining application versions when they have a large
number of source files. For more information, see [12].

Figure 2.15: Git.
Trello: Trello is a project management software with web interface. It uses the Kanban
system to register activities with virtual cards, organize tasks, add lists, attach files, tag
events, add comments and share boards. The figure shows an image of a site that shows
how accessible and correct it is for project management:

Figure 2.16: Trello example.
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In particular, in the different sections the following has been done using the techniques
previously explained:

Painting class-separating objects
The methodology used in drawing interaction must be similar to that kind of programs:
In case of lines when the user clicks for the first time the start point is set, then when
they move the mouse they can see the line until they release the mouse. In the case of
this program that line (between the start point and the release point) is useless, so it is
needed to make it longer (until the end of the plane).
While drawing curves happens roughly the same. The user must click three times (the
first two to introduce the line and the third to set the curve), after that it is needed to
elongate.
Drawing rectangles and ellipses is quite similar. The user sets the first point and the
object is bigger or smaller depending on the distance of the release point (while they are
moving the mouse, the screen must show how this object is changing in order to let the
user know what they are drawing).
Polylines and polygon must be a sequence of clicks. In the case of polylines the first
two must set a line to the end of the plane (also the last two). To finish a polygon or a
polyline MS Paint uses double click, so to continue the usability criteria of familiarity
this must be the way to end this kind of drawn class-separating objects.
There must be a menu where icons describe the objects the users are going to draw.
Similar to this:

Figure 2.17: Example of separators menu.
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Manipulating these objects
The methodology used for editing, manipulating or deleting class-separating objects
should be easy to use and user-friendly:
In case of moving there should be the possibility to drag and drop objects. When the
mouse is over an object the user should know that and there must be the possibility to
drag it by clicking the mouse. The program should calculate the position of the object
while it is moving and finally, when it is dropped, reclassify the data.
Deleting could be one of the most used operations so it should be easy to delete a classseparating object. This could be that when users are over one, they can remove it by
clicking the right button of the mouse.
Repainting is a not as common operation. When an object is not the desired size, the
user should be able to change it.
There ought to be a menu from where all this operations can be done in case the user
cannot access to be above a class-separating object. The users could know which one is
the separator that they want to change so a menu (figure 2.18) with representative
buttons (moving, repainting and deleting) is mandatory.

Figure 2.18: Editing menu.
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Labelling the data in this projection to assign them an appropriate
class
The methodology used for classifying data consists on giving each half-space a class
label:
This classification is stored in a Data Structure. In this case it is a list that assigns a
point its corresponding class. For example if point 0’s class should be class 3, in the list
the first entry should be 3.
The process to classify data (detailed in implementation) is as follows:
For each point it is checked if it is in one of the known subspaces. If it is in one it is
labelled as belonging to that class. On the contrary if it is not contained in any, the halfspace to which belongs is found.
The way to find a half-space is to get the smallest subspace (in the moment that it no
longer cuts with other separating objects).

Saving a classification
The methodology used for saving a data classification involves creating files that store
this data:
The procedure is to open a file dialog in which users will enter the name of the file
where the data will be saved.
The file type would be .txt and there is saved the properties of each point comma the
class it belongs. (Figure 2.19)

Figure 2.19: Saved classification.
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Classify new data based on a previous labelling
The process of classifying data based on a previous classification has two steps:
-The first step is to set the previous classification (save).
-The second one is to classify data (or new data).
In nearest neighbour approach when the previous classification is stored, representative
points are calculated as the media of all the points that are part of a class. After that,
when trying to reclassify, each point is labelled with the class of the representative point
that is closer. (Figure 2.20)
In Voronoi approach all points are stored and which class they belong to. The way to
reclassify data is to label them with the class of the point in which Voronoi region they
are.
These calculations will be detailed in the implementation section (as all introduced in
methodology).

Figure 2.20: Euclidean classification.
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3. Computer description
In this section the whole application is described, from the initial situation to the
complete development of the extension.

3.1 Initial Situation
In this section there is a description about part of the software designed by Dr. Dirk
Joachim Lehmann. This software has been the basis on which the Bachelor’s thesis has
been performed.
The following are the folders that have been used for the development of the task:
Data: data folders contain files .data, .json and .names. These are used to load
data for later projection.
Source/headers: the files this folder contains are part of the C++ language. Each
class in C++ has a header file (.h) and a source file (.cpp).
Resource: in this folder there are resources as images (icons used in the project)
and other files like main.qml . This file contains in qml (QT Quick MarkUp
Language) the visual information of the program (simple UI elements, such as
buttons, etc).

Tools: here there are shortcuts to build, start or build and start the program.

Below are the classes where the code is implemented as well as others needed to
complete all tasks:
Implementation:
-

IFile/IClassification.cpp = Backend: Here, required data structures shall be
implemented

-

UI/VisualClassification.cpp = Frontend: Here, the interaction shall be
implemented (mouse events are caught here, and rendering stuff can be
implemented, within the paint() method).
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Needed:
-

Controller/GlobalControllerObject and Controller/controller = Connect frontend
with backend: The access from the frontend to elements of the backend shall be
organized via the globally available IController_GlobalControllerObject.

-

IMatrix/IMatrix.cpp = data are organised as matrix.

-

UI/renderfield.cpp = Frontend: Here, the projection is implemented. (And also
the interaction with the axes). (Figure 3.1)

-

UI/tableview.cpp = Frontend: Here, the table viewer is implemented.(Figure 3.2)

-

IComputationalGeometry/IVoronoi.cpp = needed to draw voronoi diagrams.

Figure 3.1: Projection.

Figure 3.2: Table view.
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The figure below includes the class diagram of the part of the program that concerns us:

Figure 3.3: Class diagram (Frontend- Backend).

3.2 Requirements
In this section the marked objectives will be transformed into requirements. These
requirements will guide the design and implementation of the application.
Functional Requirements:
R1. The user must be able to add the class-separating objects at any time while
classifying.
R2. The user must be able to change the position of the objects.
R3. The user must be able to delete the separators.
R4. The user must be able to visualize the results of the classification.
R5. The user must be able to save the classification.
R6. The user must be able to save any current classification in order to use it later for
other classifications.
R7. The user must be able to load other data to classify them using a previous version of
classes.
R8. The user must be able to access the saved classifications after the application is
closed.
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Non Functional Requirements:
RN1. The application must have a UI easy to learn and use.
RN2. The visualization of data must have differentiable colours.
RN3. The manipulating operations must minimize the user errors.
RN4. The program must classify data in real time.
RN5. The application must have different ways to interact.
RN6. The model must be intuitive and user-friendly.
RN7. The user should know when is over a separator.

3.3 Analysis
When analysing the questions of the problem we can establish a series of needs that will
require the extension of the program.
In the software section where it is developed, a menu must appear in which the different
options of the project are separated. There will be several sections: introduce separators,
save, reclassify...
In the first place will be necessary the possibility of introducing on screen different
separators whether they be lines, curves, circles or ellipses, squares or rectangles, etc.
The separators that have been considered most opportune are the following:
Lines
Curves
Polylines
Polygons
Ellipses
Rectangles
They are simple, well-known and easy to recognize in the menu (Figure 2.17)

Subsequently, once the different separators have been introduced, the data must be
automatically classified so that the elements that share the same subspace are classified
as part of the same class. The data once classified will be assigned a different color
based on the class to which they belong. Each of the different spaces completely
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enclosed between lines of separators will be a subspace. This classification must be
entered and stored in a simple and correct data structure.

Once you have entered these values (class-separating objects) the user may have the
possibility to edit them. To do this, it will be necessary to enable editing and erasing
functions. It is positive to create a separate menu in which different editing options can
be made as well as being able to do them directly by placing the mouse over the objects.

The main interactive functions to be implemented are the following:
-

Change position: moving the classification element is necessary because it may
not be exactly where users wanted to have drawn. To do this the interaction
should be natural, drag the element by clicking the mouse to the position where
the users want to leave the object.

-

Repaint: In the event of a serious drawing error, repaint the element. It will be
eliminated and it will be allowed to draw one of the same type (for example if it
was a polyline it will be allowed to draw a polyline)

-

Delete one of the delimiters.

-

Delete all objects at the same time.

-

Filtrate.

Another option that the software must offer is to save the classification that users have
done manually by introducing the different classifiers. To do this a button should open a
dialog in which the name of the file in which the users want to save the data is entered.
Once done this will automatically save the original data by adding the class to which
they belong. In addition the position of the points that have been drawn will be stored in
another file so that we can reconstruct the image that is saved.
In this section of the menu also a list of the colors is contributed so that we can know to
which class each color of the points refers. And also there is an option to modify
projections.
As an extension of the project, there is an option to classify new points based on the
Voronoi diagram of the classified points or based on distance to representative points.
This section of the menu should have two steps (Figure 3.4):
-Save the current classification
-Reclassify (if one classification is stored)
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Figure 3.4: Buttons to reclassify (two steps).
The activity diagram below represents this analysis and the way to use the application:

Figure 3.5: Activity diagram.
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3.4 Design
For the separators section (Painting class-separating objects and Editing and
manipulating this objects) QPainterPath from the Qt library is used. Mouse events are
needed to know the points to paint the different objects.
Modifications will have to be made for the different types of classifiers:
-

Ellipse: The default function will be used (addEllipse), as in other editing and
drawing programs like MS Paint to draw an ellipse are used two points. The first
point will fix the starting point of the ellipse and the second point can be moved
until it is left to the desired size.

-

Rectangles and RoundedRects: The default function will be used (addRect), as
in other editing and drawing programs like MS Paint to draw rectangles are used
two points. So it is calculated like this:

-

Lines: To make lines we will need to close a QPainterPath. A line will be drawn
by giving a point (the second will be marked when the mouse is released). As
you want the lines to stretch and divide the space into two parts you will need to
draw a line going from end to end. To do this, the equations of the lines (figure
3.6) will be used to calculate the points at the ends, keeping the same slope.

Figure 3.6: Line.
-

Polylines: In a similar way to the lines, the first line as well as the last line must
be extended. In addition it should be closed eventually depending on how it has
started and how it has ended.

-

Polygons and drawn Polygons: polygons are a sequence of points. Each new
point is joined to the last one. To close these separators a doubleclick event is
needed that would join the first point with the last one added.

-

Curves: curves would use qpainterpath bezier options. To make it easier for the
user it is just the curve what is going to be curve. To elongate a curve tangent is
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used. This way some problems as shown in Figure 3.7 are solved. (Green lines
would be easier to predict than black while drawing a curve).

Figure 3.7: Bezier curve.

Editing operations:
Move: To move is needed to know the current position and the next position. For this, it
is needed a mouse event (over) and mouse click events which change the position.
There must be a mathematical operation that moves the points.
All points of any class-separating objects must be known. When painting the new object
it is necessary to calculate the position of the mouse (the distance to the first point of the
object), so at the end the mouse ends at the same position over the object.) The intuitive
idea is to maintain the distance with the first of the points needed to paint the object and
recalculate all the objects based on that distance.

Figure 3.8: Distance mouse-first point.
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Repaint: To repaint involves letting paint a new object maintaining the one that is
going to be removed. When it is finished the old one is removed.
Delete: To delete an object it should be removed from the data structure that contains
them (a list).
Save: The best way to save the classification is preserving their attributes and adding
the class. As the original data is a .csv file, the new file would be a .csv where it is
appended the class which correspond to the data.
Reclassify: Euclidean classification: The idea is to get a centroid that represents each
class. This could be done using the mean. After having this centroids, the points
projected must be labelled with the class of the nearest centroid (using Euclidean
distance).
Voronoi based classification: The idea is to get every Voronoi region that had the
same class. The new points would be classified to the class of the region they are inside.

3.5 Implementation
This section details the implementation of the functionality of this extension.

Drawing class-separating objects
The first subtask is implemented in class UI/visualClassification.cpp (also in
UI/visualClassification.h).
In this class painting operations are developed. All this operations ought to be done with
the mouse so it is needed to catch these mouse events.
Firstly, when related to drawing class-separating objects, knowing which kind of object
is being drawn is mandatory. For this, main.qml has some buttons which are directly
connected with some Q_INVOKABLE methods. These methods (rectangle(),
roundRectangle(), line(), ellipse(), curve(), polyline(), polygon() and polygonDraw())
set the mode of drawing. If m_mode is -1 it means that the user has not pressed any
drawing button.
Secondly, mouse events let the user paint the class-separating object:
mousePressEvent(QMouseEvent *event): when mouse is pressed the position is caught.
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mouseMoveEvent(QMouseEvent * event): while mouse is moving it is needed to
repaint the class-separators to facilitate drawing.
mouseReleaseEvent(QMouseEvent * event): when a release event occurs the program
should act accordingly with what is being drawn.
mouseDoubleClickEvent(QMouseEvent * event): it is used to end polylines or
polygons.
After the object is painted m_mode returns to -1.
All separators are saved as a list of Separator (a private class which has the relevant
information of the different object).
Depending on what kind of class-separating object it is drawn, it is stored a different
QPainterPath,a different QString (for example: "Ellipse","Rect"…) and a different list
of points (which length depends on the type).

Manipulating these objects
For editing the user may need to manipulate these classifiers. From main.qml there are
some buttons connected to visualClassification.cpp. The methods that are associated to
that buttons are moveSeparator(int), repaintSeparator(int), deleteSeparator(int) and
cleanSeparators().


moveSeparator(int): sets edit mode and indicates which classifier is going to be
moved. When mouse is released or moved the program catches the event and
recalculates the position of the new object in relation to the mouse initial
position. (Figure 3.10)



repaintSeparator(int): sets m_mode to what the object was. For example if it was
an ellipse, m_mode is set to ellipse. While the repaint operation, the object that
is going to be removed is drawn is red and the new one is drawn in green. After
the repaint operation the first object is removed and the new one is added.
(Figure 3.9)



deleteSeparator(int) and cleanSeparators(): deletes the class-separating object
referred by the number or all.
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Figure 3.9: Repaint example.

Figure 3.10: Move example.

This manipulating operations can be done while moving the mouse over the classseparating objects. Thanks to hover events the program can notice if the mouse is over a
separator. When the user clicks left button the program calls moveSeparator(int) method
with the number of the separator the user is over. In case it is right button, it is similar to
call deleteSeparator.

The visual interaction for the user is that the class-separating object changes its colour
to blue and the number is shown (as it is show in Figure 3.11)
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Figure 3.11: Mouse over.
Filtrating operation:
The user can select the class and delete all the other separators. The way to do it is to get
the subpath where the user clicks and delete any other paths.
Example:

Figure 3.12: Filtrating example.

Labelling the data in this projection to assign them an appropriate
class
Classification structures

The data structure implemented is the easiest possible.
It has two lists. There is a list called pathList which has the different half-spaces and a
list called pointClass which has the classes associated to each point.
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So the first projected point in the projected data matrix would have associated the class
of the pointClass.at(0), the second pointClass.at(1) and so on. The class would be
associated to the other list. If the point is labelled as class 0 it means that it is contained
in the half-space of pathList.at(0).
This structure let access to the class of any point and it is intuitive.
Algorithm:
The algorithm consists of traversing the list of points. If the point is not in one of the
already extracted half-spaces, a new subspace (the point’s half-space) will be searched
and added to the list of half-spaces. If it is in one of the known half-paces, it will be
classified in the class which represent that half-space.
The way to get that half-space is to subdivide the plane until it is reached.
Firstly the program gets the top separator that contains the point ( it will be the smaller
if there are more than one). After that it checks which other separators intersects with it
deleting the parts that are not part of the half-space of the point.

Saving a classification
When Clicked the save button, a new file dialog is opened. There the users should write
the name where they want to save the current classification. The implementation of this
scrolls the initial file and adds a final field with the class to which each record belongs
(Figure 3.13). It also saves the points which are projected in that moment (in text files).
This points are saved in a file called “nameProjectedPoints” (Figure 3.14).

Figure 3.13: Saved file (classification).

Figure 3.14: Saved file (projected points).
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Classification based on a previous visual data labelling
This process has two steps:
- Save the current classification (calculating what is necessary).
- Classify data according to a previous saved classification.

Euclidean:
When save button is pressed, this method calculates the media of each class. Each class
would have a representative point.
After this, the user can change the data (maintaining the number of atributes) and reclassify.
The centroids projection change if the user changes the projection.
After pressing the classification button the data is classified to the class which
represents the nearest point.
This approach is a good approach when the groups of points are together in both the
initial display and the display of the new data.

Voronoi based classification:
It is done in two steps, firstly the classification is stored.
The second step, which is in which the new classification is made, has several phases:
-

At first it eliminates the points of the previous projection that are projected on
the same position.

-

With no points in the same projection Voronoi diagram is calculated using
Fortune algorithm.

-

Once the Voronoi diagram is done, the regions are searched and the points are
classified according to the region to which they belong.
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4. Validations
4.1 Test
To test the correct operation of the program, the black box tests have been used
Black-box testing is a method of software testing that does not take into account internal
structures or workings to examine the functionality. This method of test can be applied
virtually to every level of software testing.
Most tests have been done several times with different data and separators.
These are some examples of testing:
Name: Try all classifiers.
Objective: Check that the application does not break when you enter several different
classifiers.

Figure 4.1: Try all classifiers.
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Name: Movement
Objective: Check that the application does not break while moving separators and that
classifies correctly after moving.

Figure 4.2: Movement.
Name: Delete step by step
Objective: Check that the application does not break while deleting separators and
reclassifies properly.
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Figure 4.3: Delete step by step.

Name: Different projection axis
Objective: Check that the application works with different projection axis.

Figure 4.4: Different projection axis.
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Name: Edit
Objective: Check that the application does not break while editing.

Figure 4.5: Edit.
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Name: Large amount of data
Objective: Check that the application does not break working with large amount of data.

Figure 4.6: Large amount of data.

Name: Save
Objective: Check that the application saves properly.
Name: Classify buttons (empty)
Objective: Check that the application does not break.
Name: Euclidean classification
Objective: Check that the application reclassifies properly.

Figure 4.7: Euclidean Classification.
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Name: Voronoi classification
Objective: Check that the application reclassifies properly (even with near data).

Figure 4.8: Voronoi classification.
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Name: Filtering
Objective: Check that the application filtrates properly.

Figure 4.9: Filtering.
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4.2 Example of use
An example of use is showed below. It is the description of how this extension should
be used.
Firstly, the user loads the data (in this case there are data of iris).

Figure 4.10: Iris data
Secondly, after having separate the data using the projection axis, the user classificate
the points using class-separating objects.

Figure 4.11: Iris data separated.
Then the user saves this structure for a new classification (in this example Voronoi is
used).
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The second part would be to add new points (a modification of the original data has
been use due to the lack of data).
To have better results the user could project the points in a similar projection before
reclassifying.

Figure 4.12: New data in a similar projection.

Figure 4.13: New data classified based on Voronoi.
Eventually the user saves this classification.
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4.3 Summary of program functionality
There are five sections:
Add a separator:
This section has 8 buttons:
Circle/Ellipse (1): Click and move to resize the ellipse.
When mouse is released the ellipse is on the screen at
that size and the application classifies data.
Rectangles (2, 3): Click and move to resize.
Polygon (4): Click the points or click and move the
mouse for more precision. To finish a double click is
needed.
Line (5): Click and move.
Curve (6): Click and move for the first line. Click again
or click and move to set the curve.
Polyline (7): Click the points or click and move the
mouse for more precision (first line will elongate). To
finish a double click is needed.
Freeform Polygon (8): Click and move the mouse.
Double click is needed to close the polygon.
Edit operations:
Delete all (1): Delete all the objects.
Edit (2): Present a list of separators where the user can move, repaint or delete.
Projections (3): Click and then you can move the axes. Click again to end the edition of
the projections.
List (4): List of colours and classes.

Save and Load:
Save (1): Saves the classification in a file.
Load (2): Loads new data.

Classify by Euclidean dist.:
Save (1): Save the current classification for later use.
Classify (2): Classifies data based on the last classification saved with save (1).
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Classify by Voronoi:
Save (1): Save the current classification.
Classify (2): Classifies data based on the last classification saved with save (1).
Checkbox: Enables to see or not the Voronoi diagram.

Shortcuts:
Left Click and drag an object to move it.
Right click over an object to delete it.
Middle click (wheel) to filtrate. (Operation that takes only one class.)
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5. Conclusion
5.1 Objectives achieved
In this Bachelor’s thesis is described the extension of a software of data visualization.
This extension makes able facilitate to classify data using painted shapes to separate
data.
In the sample session, which is based on the application, it shows how this program
achieves the objective of classifying data from the user's knowledge, with a simple,
intuitive and attractive interface for the user.
On the other hand, it has been possible to classify new data based on a previous
classification.

5.2 Future work
Subsequent development could consist in:



Extracting a mathematical function from the classifications produced by the
user.



Export the algorithm to other languages and libraries.



Improve program usability.
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